1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q1.Which one of below is correct about national skill qualification framework
(NSQF)
A) It is to organize qualifications only in formal learning
B) It is to organize qualifications only for non-formal learning
C) It is to organize qualifications in both formal and non-formal learning
D) None of the above

Q2.Which of the below statements are correct about national skills qualification
framework
1. This will provide the mobility between vocational and general education
2. This is a quality assurance programme for both formal and informal
learning under this framework
A) Only 1. B) Only 2. C) Both 1&2. D) None

Q3.BRICS Agriculture Research Platform
A) Is head quartered in India
B) Acts as a global research platform
C) Is restricted to activities in BRICS countries
D) All of above
Q4.Regarding national Biopharma mission
1. It is under under biotechnology industry research assistance council
2. Aims to strengthen value chain for product development
Which are correct
A)Only 1. B) only 2. C) both 1&2. D) none
Q5.'The housing challenge' announced by central government is to
A) make an action plan for housing for all scheme
B) Find technological solutions for the housing for all scheme
C) To codify the building norms for disaster risk regions
D).For more employment generation in housing sector
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q6.The open defecation free states in India are
1. Kerala
2. Sikkim
3. Uttarakhand
4. Gujarat
5. Andhra pradesh
A.1&2 only B.1,2&4 C.1,2&3 D.1,23&5

Q7.Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Protsahan Yojana is a
A. Self employment generation programme
B. A social security programme for informal sector workers
C. Skill development programme for urban poor
D. Employment generation promotion programme encouraging the employers

Q8.Find the correct statements
1. India has a data residency policy
2. India has a liberal data mobility policy
A.1 only
B.2 only
C. both 1&2
D. none
Q9.Which of the below is correct about NOTA/
a) If an MLA chooses NOTA, the vote is rendered ineffective
b) Anti defection law provisions are not applicable to the NOTA option
c) NOTA mean none of The Above
d) All
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q10.Which of the following statements is/are provisions found in Socio Economic
and Caste Census 2011 ?.
1. It is for both rural and urban households
2. It has three census components which were conducted by three separate
authorities but under the overall coordination of Department of Rural
Development.
3. It is a unique paperless Census.
4. The finance ministry has taken a decision to use the SECC data in all its
programmes.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A) 1 only
B) 1,2 and 3 only
C) 1 ,3and 4
D) 1,2,3and 4 .

Q11.Consider the following statements in the context of Measles-Rubella (MR)
Campaign:
1. India, along with ten other WHO South East Asia Region member countries, has
resolved to eliminate measles by 2020.
2 .Measles and Rubella are highly contagious viral diseases, spread by contact
with an infected person through coughing and sneezing.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A) 1 only
B) 2 only
C) Both 1and 2
D) Neither 1 nor 2
Q12.Find odd one out related to Border infrastructure
A) Flood lights
B) Border outposts
C) Resident houses
D) Motorable roads
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Q13.Which of the following is/are correct related to Swachhathon 1.0 ?
1)Technological solutions to monitor the usage of toilets
2)Innovative solutions for early decomposition of organic matter
3)Improve the operation and maintenance of school toilets and hygiene
4) Organised by NGOs in collaboration with government.

A) 1 and 2
B) 1,2,3 and 4
C) 2 only
D) 1,2 and 3

Q14.Consider the following statements related to New India-manthan?
1. It is the first-of-its-kind interaction with district collectors marked the
occasion of the 75th anniversary of the Quit India Movement.
2. Addressed Chief ministers across the country via video-conference, on the
theme of “New India – Manthan.”
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?
A) 1 only
B) 2 only
C) Both
D) None
Q15.choose correct one from below about cruise tourism?
1. India has great potential because of its long coast and many ports
2. Western coast is more favorable to cruise tourism than the eastern coast.
3. Cruise tourism comes under ministry of shipping and road transportation
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
A)1 and 2
B)2 and 3
C)1 and 3
C)All the above

Q16.Which of the the following factors influence the Child marriage in India
1. Patriarchal social norms.
2. Poverty, weak enforcement of laws.
3. lack of willingness to go against community decisions
4. All states of India ignore the child marriages.
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A)1 only
B)2 and 3 only
C)1,2 and 3 only
D)1, 2 ,3 and 4

Q17.Which of the below may reduce the problem of malnutrition for children in
India
1. Inclusion of items like gram and beans in PDS distribution
2. Banning of meat and encouraging only vegetarian food
3. Breastfeeding of babies by a healthy mother
A)1&2 B) 2&3 C) 1&3 D) all

Q18.
Assertion A: Consumption Junk food causes obesity.
Reason R: This food containing high levels of calories from fiber, protein and
vitamins with little sugar or fat.
A) Both A&R are correct and R is correct explanation
B) Both are correct bit R is not correct explanation
C) A is correct R is wrong
D) A is wrong, R is right
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q19.Choose correct statements about AYUSH
Medicinal method
Origin
1. Siddha medicine
a) Tamil culture
2. Unani medicine
b) Greek philosophy
3. Homeopathy
c) Present day Germany
A)1-a, 2-c, 3-b B) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a C) 1-a, 2-b, 3-c D) 1-b, 2-c, 3-a

Q20.choose correct statements about generic drugs
1. These are vital for developing and underdeveloped countries
2. In INdia, patent rights for drugs are granted for 20 years
A)Only 1 b) only2 c) both 1&2 d) none

Q21: Which of the below are challenges for disabled to access public places
A) Unfriendly access points such as steps and footover bridges
B) Insensitive of the society towards disabled people needs
C) Insufficient funds to construct ramps and other required infrastructure to the
disabled.
D) All

Q22.Which of the below correct about Japanese encephalitis
1. Causes “acute inflammation” of the brain.
2. Sometimes it is caused by brain’s own immune system.
3. Caused by mosquito-borne flavivirus.
4. It affects children and adults alike.
A)1,2,3 B)2,3,4 c) 3,4,1 D) all

Q23.Find the correct statements on ‘Mann Ki Baat’
1. It is the broadcasted bimonthly by All India Radio
2. It is aired on both television and radio channels by Doordarshan's Direct to
Home (DTH) service
A.1 only B. 2 only
C. Both D. None
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q24.which of the following is correct
1. Navy is the first one to allow permanent commission to women in the
armed forces.
2. Women are allowed as Air Force pilots in Indian air force.
A) Only1 B) only 2 C) Both 1&2 D) None
Q25.Assertion A: If implemented properly, Accelerated Irrigation Benefits
Programme and command area development programme will revolutionize
farming sector
Reason R: These two programmes will cover not only impound the excess water
but also provides last field supply
A) Both A&R are correct and R is correct explanation
B) Both are correct bit R is not correct explanation
C) A is correct R is wrong
D) A is wrong, R is right

Q26.Choose correct statement from below
1. All north eastern states capitals are connected by Indian railways broad
gauge
2. Sikkim, Assam,Arunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya are four of the seven
sisters of North Eastern states
A) Only 1 B) only 2 C) both 1&2 C) None

Q27.Common Services Centre (CSC)s are
1. It is a main component of Government to Citizens service
2. It utilizes digital means to simplify the services
3. It will make governance more effective through various e-governance tools
A)1,2 B)2,3 C) 1,3 D) 1,2&3
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q28.Role of common services centers scheme in rural India
A) To provide timely services to citizens which are otherwise in remote areas to
reach
B) Promoting rural entrepreneurship and building rural capacities and livelihoods.
C) Enabling community participation and collective action.
D) All

Q29.Which of the below correct about kala Azar
1. It is mainly prevalent in southern states of Andhra pradesh, Karnataka
2. Disease is carried by a mosquito
3. It can affect even pigs also
A) 1, 2 B) 1, 3 C) 1,2&3 D) None

Q30.Assertion A: Most of the kala-azar affected cases are not treated until it
became very serious.
Reason R: The infection is painless and never known to trigger the fevers and
pains.
A) Both A&R are correct and R is correct explanation
B) Both are correct but R is not correct explanation
C) A is correct, R is wrong
D) A is wrong, R is right
Q31.Match the below for vector-borne diseases
Orthopod Insect
Disease
1. Mosquito
a.Lyme disease
2. Sand-fly
b.Japanese Encephalitis
3. Tick
c. Kala-azar
A)1-a,2-b,3-c B)1-b,2-a,3-c C) 1-c,2-a,3-b D) 1-b,2-c,3-a
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Q32.Which of the following will decrease migration to urban areas
1. Eviction of slums in urban area
2. Development of food processing industries in rural areas
3. Effective implementation of Mudra scheme
A)1,2 B) 2,3 C) 1,3 D)1,2,3

Q33.what is “incident management system” mooted by National Highways
Authority of India
A) To count number of accidents on the highways
B) To identify accident zones on highways
C) To provide facilities to meet any accidents along highways
D) All
Q34.Government arguments on triple talaq case was filed on the basis of
A) Right to life to women
B) Gender equality
C) Economic empowerment of women
D) All

Q35.Which of the following are correct about Common service centers
1. Launch of Patanjali products
2. Launch of Bharat Bill Pay service
A)Only 1 B) only 2 C)1.2 D) none
Q36.As per the recent judgment, right to privacy is part of the fundamental right
A) Right against exploitation
B) Right to freedom
C) Right to life
D) Right to equality

Q37.What will be the possible implications of the judgement on privacy by SC?
1. The Aadhar law becomes void as it violates the privacy of individuals
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
2. Anybody can challenge any law for violation of his or her fundamental right
to privacy
3. Now onwards parliament cannot make any law which violates the right to
privacy
A) Only1 B) Only 2 C) 1&2 D) 1,2&3

Q38.Find correct statement about CBI
A) The CBI is overseen by the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and
Pensions of the Central government
B) Only the Supreme Court have the jurisdiction to order a CBI investigation
C) The CBI director is appointed by the central vigilance commissioner
D) The CBI can investigate only with notification by the central government

Q39.Find the correct statements
1. H1N1is avian influenza
2. The vector in H1N1 flu is mosquito
A) Only1 B) Only 2 C) 1&2 D) None
Q40.What is correct about Aadhaar?
A) Aadhaar holders get a physical card with the biometric information stored
within it.
B) Is the only unique identification system at national level in the world
C) Aadhaar data is shared across different uses
D) Aadhaar number can be used for identity profiling by hackers
Q41.Find the incorrect statement Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Scheme (PMUY)
A) The scheme is for providing LPG Connections to the women of Below Poverty
Line (BPL) households
B) Beneficiary under PMUY is identified through the published list of SECC-2011
data
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1. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
C) The total cost of new connection is borne by the Government, including
purchase of LPG stove and first refill charges
D) None of the above
Q42.Find the correct statements about Socio Economic Caste Census 2011
1. The collected data should get the approval of Gram Sabha and Panchayats.
2. The SECC data should invariably match with the census data of 2011
A) Only1 B) Only 2 C) 1&2 D) None
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